I n a monograph offered to engineering
inspectors, it might have been thought
desirable to give a more practical emphasis to
the faults and failings of thermocouple
installations, as it is often the simple and
almost obvious faults that are overlooked.
Over and over again failures and rejections
occur in industrial processes owing to faulty
temperature measurement.
The positioning of a thermocouple in a
heat-treatment furnace is of first importance.
Most furnaces have temperature gradients and
all too often a thermocouple is placed in a
position of safety, perhaps in the roof of the
furnace, where the temperature may bear
little resemblance to the temperature of the
work. Occasions have been known when
billets have started to melt at one end of a
furnace, while those at the other end were at
the required temperature. The temperature
variations within the chamber of a furnace
should always be explored, and if necessary
allowances made for the difference between
the temperature at the control couple and
that of the work. I n critical circumstances a
thermocouple should always be placed on or
very near the work. T h e time required to
attain the desired temperature, depending
upon the size of the part and the thermal
capacity of the furnace, should also be considered.
There is need for a constant awareness of
the possibility of contaminating a platinum

metal thermocouple. It is extremely unIikeIy
that a new thermocouple will be faulty, but
often, when a thermocouple breaks in service
due to contamination, it is replaced by a new
one in the old sheath, which itself must have
become contaminated. Platinum thermocouples will give long and reliable service at
high temperatures, often under apparently
adverse conditions, provided that they are
adequately protected against the few substances that can contaminate them.
Thermocouple installations should be regularly inspected and tested. A temperature
indicator or recorder should bc checked,
either with a potential divider or a standard
thermocouple at least once a month, whether
it is used much or little. Terminals must be
kept clean, insulation must be checked, and
thermocouples themselves must be recalibrated.
Where many couples are in constant use,
the simplest and quickest reliable means of
calibration should always be kept in readiness
for a thermocouple check by a competent
technician.
So the inspector must make himself aware
of the sources of error in thermocouple
installations : the thermocouple must be
properly located to give the true temperature
of the work, its correct positioning inside the
sheath must be assured, it must be free from
stresses liable to cause fracture, and insulation
must be effective, especially on bends.

Electrochemical Hydrogen Purification
THE USE OF A MODIFIED FUEL CELL TECHNIQUE
Arising from research in the field of fuel
cell technology, a novel electrochemical
method for purifying hydrogen has been
reported by J. E. McEvoy, R. A. Hess, C. A.
Mills and H. Shalit, of Houdry Process and
Chemical Co (Znd. and Eng. Chem. Process
Design and Development, 1965,4, (I) I). I n
a hydrogen-consuming fuel cell the gas is
oxidised electrochemically at the anode, using
oxygen supplied to the cathode and a suitable
electrolyte separating the two electrodes. This
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system may be modified by the use of two
highly reversible hydrogen electrodes operating in an electrolyte of 30 per cent H,SO,
to form a purification cell in which hydrogen
containing impurities is consumed at the
anode and quantitatively generated at the
cathode. A small e.m.f. applied across the two
electrodes provides the driving force. Both
the anode and the cathode are prepared by
incorporating a platinum-impregnated charcoal catalyst in a suitable carbon matrix.

